PHOENIX SOCIETY FOR INDIVIDUAL FREEDOM

The Phoenix Society for Individual Freedom, formed in March 1966, was the first organization in Kansas City to address the needs of the local gay and lesbian community.

Under Drew Shafer's leadership, Phoenix Society worked closely with the local religious community, Kansas City Board of Education, and local government to ensure equal treatment of gay and lesbian students in Kansas City. In 1968, Phoenix Society opened as a lesbian and gay community center at 1834 Troost Avenue, where they continued their advocacy work.

This just one example of the group's contributions to the community, including The Voice of Kansas City. The society paved the way for many other organizations that have since emerged to support gay and lesbian citizens.

In the United States, the Phoenix Society was one of the first gay rights organizations to address issues of national and local importance.
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The Phoenix Society for Individual Freedom, formed in March 1966, was the first organization in Kansas City to address the needs of the local gay and lesbian community. Under Drew Shafer’s leadership, Phoenix Society worked closely with the local religious community, the Kansas City Health Department, and local law enforcement to ensure equitable treatment of gays and lesbians in Kansas City. In 1960, Phoenix House opened as a lesbian and gay community center at 1335 Linwood Blvd where they continued to print and nationally distribute literature, including The Phoenix Homophile Voice of Kansas City, which detailed the group’s concerns and activities. Phoenix Society disbanded in 1971. In the following decades many other organizations have risen to support and uplift LGBTQ Kansas Citians. This marker recognizes Kansas City’s on-going struggle to ensure justice for all, and celebrates the efforts of those who made great strides toward achieving that goal.
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The Phoenix Society for Individual Freedom, formed in March 1966, was the first organization in Kansas City to address the needs of the local gay and lesbian community.

Under Drew Shaffer’s leadership, Phoenix Society worked closely with the local religious community, the Kansas City Health Department, and local law enforcement to ensure equitable treatment of gays and lesbians in Kansas City. In 1968, Phoenix House opened as a lesbian and gay community center at 1333 Linwood Blvd where they continued to print and nationally distribute literature, including The Phoenix Homophile Voice of Kansas City, which detailed the group’s concerns and activities. Phoenix Society disbanded in 1971. In the following decades many other organizations have risen to support and uplift LGBT Kansas Citizens.

This marker recognizes Kansas City’s ongoing struggle to ensure great strides toward achieving that goal.